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CHAPTERR 1 

AA brief introduction to several complex variables 

1.1.. Introductio n 

Theree are many differences between function theory in C and Cn (n > 2). We shall 
brieflyy highlight two important topics in the theory of several complex variables, 
namelyy the extension of functions and the ^-problem. In the meanwhile, we will get 
acquaintedd with some important definitions. For unknown terms, we refer to the 
chapterr Important notation at the end of the thesis and the book by Krantz ([36]). 

1.2.. On the extension of functions 

Definition .. An open set in Cn (or Rn) that is connected, is called a domain. 
Definition .. On a domain fi C Cn, we have the following very important rings of 
functionss : 

H(Q)H(Q) :=  {ƒ : ƒ is holomorphic on Q}, 
H°°(Q)H°°(Q) := {ƒ : ƒ is bounded and holomorphic on S7}, 
A(£i)A(£i) :=  {ƒ : ƒ is holomorphic on Q, and continuous on Q}. 

Theoremm 1.2.1. For every domain V C C, there is a holomorphic function ƒ that 
doesdoes not extend holomorphically to a strictly larger domain. 

PROOF.. Let v\, V2,  be a sequence in V whose set of limit points is exactly dV. 
Becausee of a theorem of Weierstrafi, there is a holomorphic function ƒ that vanishes 
exactlyy at V. If ƒ could be extended holomorphically to a strictly larger domain W, 
ƒƒ would vanish at dV C\ W, hence ƒ = 0. This is a contradiction. D 

Noww we turn our attention to Cn; let Q := {z G Cn : 1 < |jz|| < 2} . Surprisingly, 
fromm a theorem of Hartogs ([24]) it follows that every ƒ € H(Q) can be extended 
holomorphicallyy to f?(0,2). Later in this chapter, we shall see that there are domains 
SII  in Cn where all holomorphic functions can be extended to a Riemann domain f2 
thatt can not be embedded in Cn. It does not seem sensible to do function theory on 
suchh domains fi . This (partially) motivates the following definition. 

Definition .. We call a domain O C C a domain of holomorphy if there do not 
existt non-empty open sets fii , SI2 Q Cn with the following properties : 

 il l c Q n Q2 

 JI2 is connected and not contained in Q 
 for every ƒ € H(£l) there exists an F € # (^2) such that ƒ = F on fii. 

Fromm theorem 1.2.1 follows that every open set in C is a domain of holomorphy. 
Inn Cn however, it is almost always impossible to check the condition above for  a 
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14 4 1.. A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO SEVERAL COMPLEX VARIABLE S 

generall  domain. Investigating whether this condition is equivalent to a condition on 
thee geometry of the domain was a major part of function theory in several complex 
variabless in the ürst half of the 20th century. We now give some definitions that have 
too do with the geometry of a domain. 

Definition .. Let ft be a domain in Cn, let p 6 dft. We say that r is a local denning 
functionn for ft at p if there is a neighborhood U of p such that 

 reCl{U). 
 The gradient of r does not vanish on U DdÜ. 
 ünU = {z£ U :r{z) < 0 } . 

Definition .. Let ft be a domain in Cn, let p G dft. Let Xp(dft) be the complex 
tangentt space to öft at p. The boundary of ft is called Levi pseudoconvex at p if 
theree is a C2 local defining function r for ft at p with 

èè T T T ^ C P K -5 *  > O VW E Tp(dü). 
7,fcc = l J 

I tt is called Levi strictl y pseudoconvex at p if this inequality is strict for all w E 
TTpp(dty(dty \ {0} . A domain is Levi (strictly) pseudoconvex if all its boundary points are 
Levii  (strictly) pseudoconvex. 

Definition .. A domain ft C Cn is said to have Cfc boundary (k > 1) if there are a 
neighborhoodd U of dft and a function r e Ck{U) such that 

 nnu = {zeU:r{z) <0} 
 Vr / 0 on dft. 

Thiss function r is called a defining function for ft. 

Definition .. Let ft C Cn, let ƒ : ft -  R U {-oo}  be upper semicontinuous. We 
sayy that ƒ is (strictly ) plurisubharmoni c if for every complex line L, the function 
I\QnLI\QnL is (strictly) subharmonic. 

I tt is known that a real-valued function ƒ £ C2(ft ) is plurisubharmonic if and only if 

Y,Y,nnk=ik=i  dfdz (z)wj™k > 0 for every z £ ft and every w £ Cn. 

Definition .. We say that a domain Q c C" with C2 boundary is (strictly ) pseudo-
convexx if there are a neighborhood U of ft and a (strictly) plurisubharmonic function 
r<=Cr<=C 22{U){U)  such that 

ttr\Uttr\U = {z£U :r{z) < 0} . 

AA point p e öft is called strictly pseudoconvex if there exists a local defining function 
forr ft at j) that is strictly plurisubharmonic. Note that this implies that p has a 
neighborhoodd in dft consisting only of strictly pseudoconvex points. 

Lett d(z, dü) denote the Euclidean distance of z to oft. It turns out that for a domain 
withh C2 boundary, ft is pseudoconvex if and only if - log d(z,dQ)i$ plurisubharmonic 
onn ft. For checking the last condition we no longer need that ft has C2 boundary, 
thuss we can (and will ) use it to extend the definition of pseudoconvexity to domains 
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withoutt a C2 boundary. One has the following theorem (whose proof can be found 
inn any standard work on several complex variables) : 

Theoremm 1.2.2. Let Q be a bounded domain in Cn with C2 boundary, ft is (strictly) 
pseudoconvexpseudoconvex <&  ft is Levi (strictly) pseudoconvex. 

Thee work of many years lead to the following fundamental theorem : 

Theoremm 1.2.3. Let O be a domain in Cn. ft is a domain of holomorphy <3> ft is 
pseudoconvex. pseudoconvex. 

Okaa ([50]) was the first to prove this for n = 2, in 1937. The proof for n > 3 was 
givenn more or less simultaneously by Oka ([52], 1953), Bremermann ([12], 1954) and 
Norguett ([47], 1954). 

Noww let 12 be a domain in Cn with C2 boundary. From the previous theorem it follows 
thatt if we want to see whether ft is a domain of holomorphy, then we only have to 
checkk if it is Levi pseudoconvex. This can be done locally, hence this notion is more 
usefull  in practice. 

Whatt happens if one starts with a domain H C Cn that is not pseudoconvex ? 
Accordingg to the previous theorem, the domain is not a domain of holomorphy. We 
wil ll  now introduce some definitions, and look at a more general case. See Backlund 
([3])) and Narasimhan ([45]) for this and other relevant information. 

Definition .. A triple (Q, 7r,Cn) is called a Riemann domain (spread over Cn) if ft 
iss a connected Hausdorff space and IT : ft — C" is a local homeomorphism. 

Notee that the map n endows ft with the structure of a complex manifold. 

Definition .. Let S be a subset of H(ft). A Riemann domain (Es(ft),irs,C
n) is said 

too be an ^-envelope of holomorphy of (ft, n, Cn) if the following properties hold : 

1.. There exists a holomorphic map <f>:  ft —  Es{£l) such that 
 77 s ° <t>  = 71" 

 For every ƒ € S there exists a function F e H(Es(ty) such that Fo(j> = 

2.. For every Riemann domain (fi , TT, Cn) which satisfies (1) with 0 : Q —  & there 
existss a holomorphic map T : Q —* Es{fi) such that 

 TTs O T = 7T 

 r o (f) = (f) 
 If F and F are continuations to Es(ty and fl of ƒ e S, then For = F. 

Thee first part says that the functions in S can be continued holomorphically to 
(Es(£l),(Es(£l), 7Ts,C"). We prove that this happens in a unique way : F is uniquely defined 
onn 0(f2) C Es(Sl). Because £5(f£) is connected, F has a unique holomorphic exten-
sionn to this domain. 
Thee second part says that if the functions in S can be continued holomorphically to 
(ft,(ft, it, Cn), then their continuations can be continued holomorphically to the Riemann 
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domainn (£s(Q),7rs,Cn). We see that if (Es{Q),7rs,<E-n) exists, it is unique up to an 
analyticc isomorphism. 
Thuss we have the following commutative diagram : 

Theoremm 1.2.4. Let (Q, 7r,Cn) be a Riemann domain. For every subset S of H{Q) 
therethere exists an S-envelope of holomorphy of (Q, 7r,Cn). 

Thiss follows from a theorem of Thullen ([58], 1932). 

Definition .. The S-envelope of holomorphy (£s(0),7T5,Cn) of a domain f l c C n 

(thatt can be seen as the Riemann domain (£i, Id, Cn) , where Id of course denotes the 
identityy on Cn) is called schlicht if (2?s(fi),7Ts,Cn) is analytically isomorphic to a 
domainn in Cn. Otherwise (Es{Ü),Trs,C

n) is called non-schlicht. 

Theree are indeed domains O in Cn such that their i/(Q)-envelope of holomorphy 
iss not (analytically isomorphic to) a domain in C", but, instead a folded Riemann 
domain.. An easy example can be found in chapter 2. Instead of the /f (fï)-envelope of 
holomorphyy we will sometimes speak of the holomorphic hull of X7. If this holomorphic 
hulll  lies in Cn, it is a domain of holomorphy. One can deduce that if £2 is a domain 
off  holomorphy, the holomorphic hull of f2 is Q (and vice versa). The same holds 
forr H°°-domains of holomorphy (that are defined in an analogous way as domains of 
holomorphy). . 

Lemmaa 1.2.5. Let Q be a domain in Cn; let S :=  H(Ct). For a function ƒ e H(Q), 
itsits lifting F to the holomorphic hull of 0., Es(Q.), assumes the same values as ƒ. 
Hence,Hence, given ƒ € H°°{Q), F G H°°(Es{n)). 

PROOF.. Let a G C be not in the image of ƒ. Then the function g(z) := f^)-a 
iss holomorphic on Q. We have that g(z)(f(z) - a) = 1 on U. Now let G denote 
thee holomorphic extension of g to H(Es{ft))- Then G(w)(F{w) - a) = 1 for all 
ww € ES(Q). Thus a is not in the image of F either, hence F(Es(fy) C f(Q). The 
otherr inclusion is straightforward, since ƒ = F o (f>. D 
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1.3.. Solutions of the d-problem and their  applications 

Thee space Cn can be seen as R2n : for Zj € C there are unique Xj and yj in R with 
ZjZj = Xj + iyj. We have the differentials 

dzjdzj := dxj + idyj 1 < j < n, 

dzjdzj :— dxj — idyj 1 < j <n. 

Forr a multi-index a = ( a i , . .. ,ak) with 1 < e*i < a2 < ... < afc_i < ak < n, let 

dzdzaa :=  dzai A . .. A dzak, dz* :=  dzai A . .. A dzak, 

andd let \a\ :=  k. We say that A is a (p,g)-form with coefficients in F(S}) if 

AA =  ̂ K&dza A dzp 

H=p,l/3|=g g 

forr some differentiable functions AQï/3 <E F(Q). Then 

J=ll  |a|=p,|0|=9
 3 

Lett 0 be a C1-function on a domain Q in Cn, having values in C". We have the 
followingg well-known theorem : 

Theoremm 1.3.1. Let SI be a domain. The function 4> € Cl{U) is holomorphic on 
uu & d<p{z) = 0 Vz e n. 
Thee last equation is known as the Cauchy-Riemann equation. 

Sometimes,, one has a (0, l)-form a = YA=I
 ai(z)dzi with coefficients in, say, C1 ^ ) , 

andd one searches for a function 0 in, say, C2(0), such that dj3 = a. Then one would 
havee that  ̂ — at 1 < i < n, thus 

dajdaj = d2(3 _ d2(3 _ daj 
dzdzóó ~ dzi&Zj ~~ dzjdzi ~ dzi ' J e 1 ' " ' ' n ' 

Thiss puts a necessary condition on a if one is looking for a /? with d(3 = a; it is 
calledd the compatibility condition. An easy computation shows that it is equivalent 
too da = 0. Such a are called d-closed. 
Wee shall now give an example of the use of d, but first state a deep and fundamental 
theorem. . 

Theoremm 1.3.2. Let Cl c Cn be a domain. The following two conditions are equiv-
alentalent : 

 The domain Q is pseudoconvex. 
 Let 0 < p < n, 1 < q < n. For every d-closed (p,q)-form a with coefficients 
inin C°°(Sl), there is a (p,q- l)-form 0 with coefficients in C°°(U) such that 
d/3d/3 = a. 

PROOF.. See e.g. chapter 4 of [36]. 
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Lemmaa 1.3.3. Let Q c C be a pseudoconvex domain, let f\, f2 E H(£l) such that 
ff 1 and f2 have no common zeros. Then there exist gi, g2 £ H(Q) such that 

fi(z)fi(z)9l9l(z)(z) + f2(z)g2(z) = I V ^ O . 

PROOF.. Let 

9 l ( 2 ) : = W T WW  + A(2)/2(2)'  w 

ftW!=ftW!= |/,(,)p'+i|/,(,)p'+i>>AWIAWI aa"" AW/AW/ '' WW ("> ' 
Thenn fi(z)gi(z) +f2(z)g2(z) = 1 V2 G f2. We try to find A such that gu g2 e H(Q). 
Well, , 

5!!  € H{tt) ^dgl=0<^d\ = 
{\f1r-r\f2rr {\f1r-r\f2rr 

Thee (0, l)-form 

hdhhdh ~ hdfi 
A * : = = (l/i| 22 + l/2|

2)2 

iss ö-closed and has C°° coefficients, hence there is a A 6 C°°(fi) such that #A = fi. 
Noww substitute this A in (*) and (**) . From the symmetry of the problem follows 
thatt Bg2 = 0, therefore we have that g2 € H(Q,) as well. Thus we are done. D 

AA short summary of what we did : there was an obvious continuous solution to our 
problem.. We translated the problem into a d-problem. The solution of this problem 
iss added to the continuous solution, and we end up with a holomorphic solution. 

Noww let Q be {z E C2 : 1 < ||^|| < 2} . Earlier we mentioned that Q is not a domain 
off  holomorphy. Thus Q is not pseudoconvex, and therefore one cannot solve every 
<9-problemm with smooth data on O. An easier way to see this, is the following : let 
AA = 2i i f2 — z2- Then f\ and f2 do not have common zeros on O. If one could solve 
alll  ^-problem with smooth data on fi , one could copy the proof above, and find gi, 
gg22 £ H(£l) such that f\gi + f2g2 = 1 on fi . Because every function h in H(fl) extends 
too a function h £ H(B(0, 2)), we would have that 

11 = fi{z)g~i{z) + h{z)g2{z) = zl9\(z) + z2g2{z) Vz £ 5(0,2). 

Thee right side vanishes at z — 0, hence we derived a contradiction. 

Sincee we will mainly deal with A(Q) and H°°(Q), we are mostly interested in solutions 
off  the d-problem with uniform estimates. That is : given a d-closed (p, (?)-form a, do 
theree exist a (p, q — l)-form (3 and a constant K (that is independent of a) such that 
d/3d/3 — a and ||/?||cc < ^"IMio c ? During the end of the sixties, discoveries of Khenkin 
([32])) and Ramirez ([54]) led to powerful integral representation formulas. With the 
helpp of those formulas, many estimates on the solutions of ö-problems were proved. 
Wee will only mention two important theorems. 

file://{/f1r-r/f2rr
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Theoremm 1.3.4. Let Q c Cn be a bounded strictly pseudoconvex domain with C2 

boundary.boundary. Let a be a d-closed bounded (Q,q)-form (1 < q < n) with coefficients in 
C°°(ft).C°°(ft). Then there exists a (0,q — l)-form u with coefficients in C°°(£l) C\C(Q) such 
thatthat du — a. 

PROOF.. 0vrelid ([48]), 1971. D 

Theoremm 1.3.5. Let Q c Cn be a bounded pseudoconvex domain with C°° boundary. 
LetLet a be a d-closed (0,q)-form (1 < q < n) with coefficients in C°°(Q). Then there 
existsexists a (0, q — \)-form u with coefficients in C°°(fX) such that du = a. 

PROOF.. Kohn ([33]), 1973. D D 
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